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Self‐Reflection
Describe how the artifact you selected shows your strengths & growth in specific core
competencies. The prompt questions on the left ‐ or other self‐assessment activities you
may have done ‐ may guide your reflection process.

The artifact I have chosen is my Math Inquiry Project. I feel that it fall under
positive, personal and cultural identity as well as Creative & critical thinking.

In what ways might you further
develop your communication
competency?

The reason I say identity is because calculating our emotions is a great way to
reflect on our personal strengths and abilities; I was able to interact with my
classmates and push them to come up with a ratio for their fears and anxiety
which is a great way to see in which areas you are strong, emotionally. My
✓
project also talked about a strong way to connect and build strong relations,
one of my main project takeaways was that since we all feel differently and
endure different experiences, we will all react to different experiences
How does the artifact you
selected demonstrate strengths producing different emotions. This is a great way to highlight the fact that we
& growth in the thinking
are all different and come from different backgrounds. Our identities are all
competencies?
unique. I also talked about the cycle that develops when we experience and
In what ways might you further emotion and the action that we produce which is basically a personal value
develop your thinking
and choice. My project strongly explored this idea of identity.
competencies?

✓
How does the artifact you
selected demonstrate strengths
& growth in the personal &
social competencies?

For Creative and Critical thinking, this project pushed me to generate a lot of
new ideas and questions for the Powerpoint and it pushed my critical thinking
in order to find out how to further my project when I got stuck. I actually started
with a different question more of a way to measure emotions and then it shifted
more to scientific emotions in the brain.

In what ways might you further
develop your personal & social
competencies?

Publish Your Self Assessment
You will now attach and/or embed your self‐assessment to the bottom of the blog post with the artifact you have chosen. You may choose to
make this post private or public. After placing your artifact on a blog post, follow the instructions below.
1.
2.

3.
4.

Categories ‐ Self‐Assessment
Tags ‐ Now tag your post using the tag that corresponds to the competency that you have written about. You can choose more than
one. Please use lower case letters and be exact.
o #creativethinkingcc
o #communicationcc
o #criticalthinkingcc
o #socialresponsibilitycc
o #personalidentitycc
o #personalawarenesscc
Use the Add Document button located at the top of your post page and embed your self‐assessment at the bottom of your blog post.
Publish

